Tour of Tuscany 6th – 14th May 2017
Michèle Shah has lived in Italy for over 30 years. As a wine critic her activities include, journalism
& writing, seminars, wine judging, wine tastings & wine event consultancies - promoting Italian
wine to export markets. She is the author of Mitchell Beazley’s Wines of Italy Guide and has
collaborated with Hugh Johnson’s Pocket Wine Guide and Veronelli’s Wine Guides. Her main
writing experience includes: Wine Spectator, Decanter, Meininger’s Wine Business-International
and a number of other consumer and trade publications. For over ten years Michèle Shah has
been organizing on behalf of Italy’s regional consorzio’s, wine tastings, seminars and
educationals on Italian wine and its regions of production for international press and international
wine buyers with the aim of developing Italy’s wine export programs and promotional events both
within and outside Italy.
Highlights of the trip
First and foremost you will be guided over the entire trip by Michèle Shah who is not only an authority in Italian wine,
but she also knows many of the top producers on a personal level, which will enable you to share the unique
experience of meeting some of the producers. We will be visiting the milestones of Tuscany and also the Italian wine
industry – those famous wineries and wine producers who put Italy on the global wine map in terms of quality and
identity.
The aim is to have fun, to explore the world of wine and taste the delights of Tuscan cuisine, inland and by the sea.
We will have enough time to experience local culture and the trip has a good mix of wine, sight-seeing and immersing
yourselves in the cultural atmosphere of Tuscany. Our accommodation will be very comfortable but with local style
and color.
Our travels will be in a private bus, with a maximum capacity of 15 seats, which will accompany us throughout the trip.
Whatever we do and wherever we go we will have the top experts tell us their story of success and how it‘s done!
DAY 1 – 6th May – Saturday
Arrive Florence - transfer to Montegonzi Le Lappe www.lelappe.it in the middle of the Tuscan countryside. Beautiful
Tuscan country villa with 12 rooms, pool, dining room and incredible views. Close to the Chianti Classico area.

20:00 – Dinner at Le Lappe

DAY 2- 7th May - Sunday
Depart 9:30 departure and drive to THE MALL Shop ‘till you drop!!! Visit Tuscany’s Luxury outlets www.themall.it/ A day dedicated to shopping and outlets just to mention a few: Alberta Ferretti, Alexander
McQueen, Armani Jeans, Balenciaga, Bottega Veneta, Burberry, Chopard, Coach, Emilio Pucci, Ermenegildo Zegna,
Fendi, Giorgio Armani, Gucci, Hogan, Lanvin, Loro Piana, Roberto Cavalli Saint Laurent Salvatore Ferragamo, Sergio
Rossi, Stella McCartney, TAG Heuer, Tod’s, Valentino

Lunch at the Gucci roof-top Cafè restaurant and continue shopping

20:00 – Dinner at Le Lappe
DAY 3- 8th May – Monday
Depart 9.30 drive through Chianti Classico
10.00 Visit to Castello di Brolio http://www.ricasoli.it – tasting and visit the historical castle and the gardens with
our private guide – wine tasting.

Private Wine Tasting at Castello di Brolio - The history of the Chianti Classico region - not only of its castles and
walled cities, but also of its agriculture and wine - has always been linked to the Barone Ricasoli family, residents to
the castle since 1141. Today, Ricasoli and its majestic setting is one of the most important producers in the area,
possessing 250 hectares planted to vine (that have been completely replanted over the last 15 years), which extend
from the Castle walls across the amphitheatre of hills that descend towards Siena. Barone Ricasoli’s “modernisation”
project encompasses a hospitality centre which include tours for wine enthusiasts and “seminars” for more expert
connoisseurs that allows visitors to immerse themselves completely in the atmosphere of Brolio.
Lunch in Panzano at world famous 6th generation butcher Dario Cecchini – learn how to bbq your own Bistecca
Fiorentina www.dariocecchini.com/

Tuscany’s most colourful and famous butcher who can recite Dante’s Commedia to you while carving your T-bone
steaks! http://www.dariocecchini.com/home/officina-della-bistecca/
Dario Cecchini - The Officina della Bistecca
is world famous he has been invited by some of the top international venues such as Four Season’s in New York and
other prestigious hotels around the globe to demonstrate how he cooks meat. He is a great promoter of local Tuscan
traditions and of course of local Tuscan wines. Very much a well-known character of Tuscany, come to Tuscany and
you have to meet Dario !
Menu
Beef tartar
Seared rump carpaccio
Costata alla Fiorentina (Bone-in Rib eye)
Bistecca Panzanese (Panzanese steak)
Bistecca fiorentina (T-bone / Porterhouse)
Raw vegetables to dip in extra virgin olive oil
Tuscan beans with e.v. olive oil
Baked potatoes
Chianti “butter”
Tuscan bread
Vittorio’s wine
Coffee, e.v.olive oil cake
Grappa and Italian Military spirits

Wine is included, but you are also welcome to bring your own wine, with no additional surcharge.
Guests are asked to arrive on time and with an empty stomach. The Officina is not recommended to those of little
appetite. At this point, all I can say is… you take it from here and Viva la Ciccia !!! (long live meat)”
We will have a demonstration and lesson on how to cook the famous Bistecca Toscana (Tuscan steak, minimum
1.2kg) and then lunch
20:00 Light dinner back at Le Lappe

DAY 4 - 9th May – Tuesday - Check out of Le Lappe and we drive to Montalcino - stay at Hotel il Giglio – small hotel
in the centre https://www.gigliohotel.com

10.00 Visit to Badia a Coltibuono (which means Abbey of the Good Harvest) was founded by the Vallombrosan
Benedictine order of monks in 1051, planting the first vineyards in the Upper Chianti area. Its age-old tradition of wine
growing is now carried on in a modern family enterprise, creating a strong sense of continuity between past and
present. Under its present owners, the Stucchi-Prinetti family, Coltibuono has converted its vineyards to organic
farming, producing classic Sangovese wines. Badia a Coltibuono was one of the first Chianti estates to open its doors
to travellers and visitors. Visit to the historical cellars with Roberto Stucchi winemaker/owner or Emanuela Stucchi –
export/owner.

Half day morning cooking course at Badia Coltibuono www.coltibuono.com/ followed by lunch at Badia
Coltibuono tasting what has been prepared by the group! Wines matched to the dishes prepared.

Drive to Montalcino – visit Montalcino

20: 00 Dinner at Il Giglio
DAY 5 - 10th May – Wednesday
10：00 Visit to Castello di Argiano (great place good wines biodynamic winery owned by astrologer Giuseppe Sesti
very interesting person)

The Sesti estate consists of 102 hectares (254 acres) of land, of which nine hectares are planted to vineyards. The
rest is given to olive groves grazing or woodland. The vineyards are in the enviable position of being on the southern
slopes of Montalcino, where some of the most prestigious Brunello comes from. GIUSEPPE MARIA SESTI grew up
and studied in Venice. Eclectic by nature over the years he has dedicated himself to the history of astronomy, on
which subject he has written ﬁve books, both on ancient calender systems and the story of the Celestial Sphere. For
thirty years he organised the festival of Baroque opera at Batignano in Tuscany at the same time as restoring the
medieval hamlet of Castello di Argiano including the cellars and the planting of olive groves and the vineyards. His
study of both the Classics and Oral tradition brought him to re-evaluate the inﬂuence of the moon on the vines and in
turn the making of the wine itself, reducing to the minimum the level of sulphites used. ln I975 he had already
published tables of the small and larger Moon cycles for agricultural use in order to reduce the use of chemicals on
the land.
Lunch at The Ristorante di Poggio Antico - awarded with Three Forks by the Michelin Guide, it is an integral part of
the estate of Poggio Antico, and is located on the premises, just 4.0 kilometers from the town of Montalcino. It is right
next door to the cellars of Poggio Antico, and offers an innovative dining experience in elegant surroundings, with a
stunning view over the estate Brunello vineyards across to Monte Amiata.

Afternoon – Visit to Casanova dei Neri

Casanova di Neri Winery has become one of the most-respected wineries of Montalcino if not in Italy. With the
perfect 100 point score for their Brunello Tenuta Nuova 2010 awarded by the Wine Advocate, this family-run cellar
owes its success to a solid track record of powerful, luxuriant Brunellos and to the exclusive crus, Tenuta Nuova and
Cerretalto.
The wines of Casanova di Neri are renowned for their elegant, modern style and enjoy a steady flow of accolades
from specialty magazines and contests the world over. In 2006, the Wine Spectator named their Brunello di
Montalcino Tenuta Nuova 2001 the world's top wine, calling it "one of the best examples of the recent winemaking
renaissance in Tuscany". Of the five wines made here, all except one (the Cabernet Pietradonice) are made with 100
percent Sangiovese Grosso. True products of the warm Mediterranean climate and sandy soils that characterize
Montalcino, Casanova di Neri's wines are pungent, complex super high quality wines that can age well for decades.
A small, family company run by Giacomo Neri, Casanova di Neri has only 48 hectares of planted vineyards. Yet those
48 high-density hectares are divided among four separate estates -- “Pietradonice” in Castelnuovo dell’Abate, the
“Cetine” in S. Angelo in Colle, the “Cerretalto” and the “Fiesole” near the new cellar -- each with its own personality
and nuances. Casanova di Neri's new cellar is the culmination of years of work. A three-storey underground cellar, it is
perfectly suited to blending and aging the potent wines born here.
20:00 Dinner back at Dinner at Il Giglio or other location in Montalcino
DAY 6 - 11th May – Thursday
06:00 – check our hotel
06:30 – 10:30 To airfield followed by Ballooning and champagne breakfast

Chianti. Our Tuscany Ballooning base and usual launch field from where the balloons takeoff is located 8 miles (25
min. drive) South of Florence along the Pesa valley strategically positioned along the main road leading from Florence
to Siena. From here we fly over the renowned Chianti wine region with its hill-top towns, castles, famous vineyards,
silver olive groves and mixed woodlands. On very clear days in the distance you can see Florence to the North and
the Apennine mountain range in the background, to the West you can see the Elsa valley, San Gimignano, Certaldo
and Volterra and on high altitude flights even the sea in the far distance; to the South, Poggibonsi, Colle Val d’Elsa
and Siena and Monte Amiata in the distance; to the East the higher ‘Monti del Chianti’ and mixed oak woodlands.
13.00 Lunch at the most famous and traditional restaurant in Siena Osteria Le Loggie
Le Loggie belongs to renowned Brunello di Montalcino winemaker – Gianni Brunelli

Situated in the center of town, this is a popular trattoria with a characteristic little dining hall with tall china cupboards
right inside the entrance, and a more classical, country-style dining room upstairs. Serving local cuisine.
Recommended by the Michelin Guide.

Visit Siena after lunch talking a walk through the historic sights to see the highlights of this ancient medieval city

SIENA UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
Heart of the city is the famous Piazza del Campo, the shell-shaped, where the famous Palio is held, one of the most
important events for all of Siena. The Palio of Siena is a 'passionate horse race that takes place every year, in July
and August and its origins seem to date back to the seventeenth century.
Siena according to legend was founded by Senio, son of Remus, and in the city there are several statues of the
mythical Romulus and Remus suckled by the wolf. Piazza del Campo is the core of Siena since the time of the
Romans, who had their court here.
The square was repaved during the Government of Nine, a group semi-democratic in power between 1287 and 1355,
with a division into nine sections in memory of the Government and symbolizes the cloak of the Madonna that protects
the city.
The field is dominated by red Public Palace and its tower, called Torre del Mangia. The Public Palace, as well as the
Cathedral of Siena, was built during the government of the Nine, which was the heyday of the economic and cultural
center of Siena. The building still houses the offices of the City, like the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. From the
courtyard of the Palace leads to the Museum and the Torre del Mangia, on top of which, climbed the 500 steps, you
can enjoy a splendid view of the city.
After - drive to the Tuscan coast 1.5 hours
17.30 Settle into Relais Poggio Ai Santi http://www.poggioaisanti.com/ in San Vincenzo Livorno with excellent in
house restaurant run by Chef Tim Magee
Surrounded by 40 hectares of private land, Poggio ai Santi is set on a hill in Tuscany’s countryside. Featuring a
terrace with panoramic views and an outdoor pool, it produces its own olive oil and wine.
Offering free Wi-Fi, rustic-style suites are air conditioned and have a seating area with satellite flat-screen TV, and a
private bathroom with free toiletries and hairdryer. Some suites come with an equipped terrace or patio.
Poggio ai Santi is an ideal Relais lodging to relax and to set off to explore some of Italy’s iconic wineries on the
Tuscan coast.
A continental breakfast is prepared daily and can be served out in the garden during summer. You can enjoy
traditional regional cuisine at Timothy Magee’s à la carte restaurant on site.

Chef Tim in house chef will prepare a special dinner for us at Il Sale restaurant at Poggio Ai Santi
Il Sale, the restaurant inside Relais Poggio Ai Santi immersed in the country-style elegance of the relais offers refined,
creative dining by proposing dishes made with vegetables grown at the relais’ large vegetable garden, with organic
hens and rabbits bred locally and with very fresh fish. The tasting menu focused on fish, which is the chef’s forte,
enriched with new recipes such as the unforgettable Scallops on saffron, wild asparagus and wood sorrel cream or
the Trenette with scampi on a delicate broccoli purée is a must!!!
His meat based menu with traditional dishes reinterpreted in a creative and light way, such as tripe, game and other
local specialties. Even with regards to desserts, he promises surprises serving excellent Chocolate mousse on a bed
of almonds and crumbled meringues, served with vanilla ice-cream, lemon granita and dill.
20.00 Diner at Il Sale restaurant with resident Chef Timothy Magee

DAY 7 – 12th May Friday 9.00 departure and visit to Castagneto Carducci and the area of Bolgheri

Castagneto Carducci is one of the most popular towns on the Etruscan Coast. Perched on a hillside less than 10 km
from the sea, the city center of Castagneto has grown around an imposing medieval castle (used nowadays as a
setting for events and parties) located on the hilltop. With its small center made of narrow streets, beautiful squares
and shops, Castagneto Carducci is a human-size town, perfect for a stroll, a coffee or a glass of wine from Bolgheri.
A day dedicated to visiting Italy’s top wine Estates tasting the iconic wines of Ornellaia and Sassicaia from
Tenuta San Guido.
10.00 Visit Tenuta San Guido the home of Sassicaia, tasting with Carlo Paoli export manager
http://www.tenutasanguido.com/eng/index.html
Sassicaia is the most collectible Italian wine. The now historic wine is single-handedly responsible for launching the
Super Tuscan movement and remains one of the most sought-after wines in the world. Marchese Nicolò Incisa della
Rocchetta continues the 36 year old tradition at the Tenuta San Guido estate, which is considered by many to be the
birthplace of Tuscan Cabernet. He is NOT influenced by the international demand to create a super-extracted,
monster red wine; instead, he continues to produce the most elegant Super Tuscan there is!
The Super Tuscan Pioneer - The term "Super Tuscan" conjures up words like creativity, freedom, spirit, and
defiance. In the time pre-dating the Sixties, no one considered making a wine crafted along Bordeaux lines on Italian
soil, much less in a region not yet established viticulturally. The theory back then was that vines exposed to the sea
winds and salty air of Bolgheri would produce poor results. More importantly, the viticultural regulations set forth by
the DOC and DOCG limited creativity, expression, and the qualitative potential of terroir.
It was the drive and foresight of Mario Incisa della Rochetta, along with guidance from Giacomo Tachis (Piero
Antinori's winemaker) that made enological history and created the Super Tuscan movement. Mario believed in the
evolution of Tuscany's viticulture and planted a small vineyard of Cabernet Sauvignon in the Bolgheri hills in 1944.
The estate, Tenuta San Guido, was influenced by the location’s similarity to Graves in Bordeaux. “Graves” means
“gravel” in French, and similarly, the earth at Tenuta San Guido gave Sassicaia its name, which in the Tuscan dialect
means “stony ground.” After 25 years of experimentation and relentless energy, Sassicaia entered the world stage in
1968 to critical acclaim with its first international release and thus the Super Tuscan Pioneer was born.

If we are lucky and Marchese Nicolò Incisa della Rocchetta is at home at his Estate he will join us for the
tasting!!!
12.30 LUNCH at Michelin starred fish restaurant La Pineta (Michelin starred) on the beach front of San Vincenzo
http://www.lapinetadizazzeri.it/LaPineta/
One of Italy's best seafood restaurants can be found on Tuscany's central coast, at the beach of Marina di Bibbona.
The atmosphere at La Pineta is friendly but the interiors are not as intimidatingly posh as in many other restaurants
adorned by a Michelin star. This may be thanks to owner and chef Luciano Zazzeri's humble past. He started out as a
fishermen and still loves to be out on a boat. When it comes to first class seafood, this is the place to be!

15.00 Afternoon Winery visit and tasting at Ornellaia Estate
Tenuta dell'Ornellaia makes outstanding wines even in poor vintages - better than any other. In the capable hands of
winemaker Thomas Duroux and consultant Michel Rolland, the estate continues its long-standing, stellar record of
world-class wine production. Even the estate's "second" wines demonstrate high quality grape growing and flawless
production methods. Located in Tuscany's tiny coastal DOC of Bolgheri, the estate was one of the first to plant vines
in the area. With producers like Tenuta San Guido Sassicaia, Antinori, Grattamacco, and Le Macchiole among others,
Bolgheri is the hotbed of winemaking momentum in Toscana
With the same name as the winery, a reference to the grove of flowering ash trees surrounding it, Ornellaia is the
estate's principal wine. The 63 acres of predominantly Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, with small plantings of
Cabernet Franc vines, lie on elevated parcels composed of clay, gravel, and loam soils. The clones of diverse origins
yield a rich palette of nuances. All grapes are destemmed, gently pressed, and introduced into either wooden or
stainless steel fermentation vessels. Maceration takes place over a period of 25-32 days at a temperature not
exceeding 30 degrees Celsius, during which time the wine completes its alcoholic fermentation. The juice remains
unblended until the wines have spent approximately one year in small French barriques. The final cuvée is assembled
to evoke the vinous finess of the Cabernet highlighted by ripe, aromatic notes of Merlot in an elegant yet firm style
balancing fruit, acidity, oak, and tannic backbone.
The estate's Le Volte is a blend of Tuscan Sangiovese with Bordeaux's Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot that can be
considered a "Young Ornellaia." They also produce Le Serre Nuove, the "second Ornellaia," and Masseto, one
Bolgheri's greatest wines!

20.00 Diner at Il Sale restaurant with resident Chef Timothy Magee or at a local restaurant

DAY 8 – 13th May Saturday
9.00 Departure and drive to Florence
11.30 Visit Guided tour & Wine Tasting at Marchesi di Antinori’s new winery completed in 2013 – Italy’s most
famous wine name and premium Estate
13.00 Lunch at the Ristorante Rinuccio 1180

http://www.antinori.it/en

A real feat of modern architecture
The Antinori family has been involved in the production of wine for over six centuries. During this entire long period,
thorough twenty six generations, the family has always directly managed this work with courageous and, at times,
innovative decisions, but always maintaining, unaltered, a fundamental respect for tradition and for the territory in
which they have operated. Today the firm is run by Marquis Piero Antinori with the support of his three daugthers,
Albiera, Allegra, and Alessia. Tradition, passion, and intuition have been the three driving principles which have led
the Marquis Antinori firm to become a leader in Italian wine.

Established in 1385 Family-owned Marchesi Antinori is arguably the most famous house in Italian wine with more than
625 years of Italian winemaking history. Thanks to the grand opening of a state-of-the-art wine cellar in Bargino, a
project marking the first time in Antinori’s illustrious history that people can visit and experience their winemaking
process first-hand, learning about the family’s history – and viewing their prized, centuries-old art collection. Located
in the Chianti Classico region just 20 minutes outside of Florence it is one of the greatest vacation destinations on the
planet. The cellar was designed by one of Italy’s leading architects, Marco Casamonti, and is set amongst olive
groves, vineyards and oak trees, almost hidden from view by vines, designed as sort of a temple to wine, while
preserving the Tuscan landscape. Most of the expansive facility is underground, concealed within a hill, and all you
can see from outside is the restaurant terrace, overlooking vineyards.
The new Antinori's visitor's complex includes a winery, restaurant, auditorium, museum, book shop, and of course,
retail wine store. In the tasting room, the entire portfolio of Antinori wines can be sampled, while the museum features
pieces from the Antinoris’ historic art collection.
HOTEL IN FLORENCE – Check in to Hotel Roma Piazza Santa Maria Novella

Hotel Roma is a 4-star hotel in the centre of Florence. It is housed in an ancient 18th-century palazzo overlooking
Piazza Santa Maria Novella, one of the not-to-be-missed places for those visiting Florence. The hotel is the ideal
place for every type of stay: for artistic and cultural tourism, business, fun and shopping. Hotel Roma of Florence is in
an excellent location and has all the amenities while preserving the charm typical of historic Florence hotels.

Afternooon free time to shop or visit the Uffizzi Museum

20.00 Dinner at Cibreo Restaurant
“Following the Chef’s fantasy, our menus basically follow the rhythm of the seasons. While apparently still, they move
throughout Winter, Springtime, Summer and Fall and slightly change each month, each week, each day. We avail
ourselves of fishermen from the Tuscan sea, of farmers nearby Florence and their tender green ''radicchini'', of
hundreds of other suppliers that are constantly in touch with us.

It is since September 8th 1978 that we embrace our shepherds and their cheeses, the butchers and their meats, the
pasta makers from Puglia region, Florentine olive pressers, producers of Sicilian lemons, “Clementini” tangerines
growers from Calabria and truffle diggers from San Miniato and Piedmont.
We take good care of our pickled and under-oil products as well as of the honey from Elba island. We could never use
vacuum-packed or deep-frozen foods, we reduce the use of the fridge to a minimum and we are absolutely fond of our
pantry, a philosophy that enlightens our steps. We may not have mentioned everything in this few lines, not for
forgetfulness but for due discretion, as we are quite jealous of our contacts, which are obviously within everybody’s
reach.”
Fabio Picchi - Chef
DAY 9 – 14th May Sunday
Departure to Firenze airport

